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The world’s most powerful psychic power lies dormant within you, and the fate of your world rests
upon your ability to control it. Experience The Eyes of Ara in a remastered way, packed with new
areas, items and dozens of new hours of gameplay. With a massive world to explore, an epic story
to unravel, and beautiful hand-drawn maps to lead you by the hand, you will be drawn into a world
of secrets and intrigue, battling monsters and exploring vast landscapes as you follow a trail of clues
and mysteries into a place of unusual and fantastic power. The Eyes of Ara is a classic point-andclick adventure in which the puzzles present challenges in deductive logic. Features: - Experience
The Eyes of Ara in a remastered way, packed with new areas, items and dozens of new hours of
gameplay. - 5 Chapters with a total of over 10 hours of gameplay time, expandable via DLC Beautiful hand-drawn maps of the game’s 3 chapters, and an artist’s gallery of all the backgrounds
used in the game - Find rare and hidden items, explore ancient ruins, fight new enemies and battle
newly introduced monsters - Explore a massive world with unique locations and dozens of puzzles An epic storyline and a satisfying story with a twist - Over 10 hours of game time - Use psychic
powers to solve puzzles and battle monsters - A huge variety of locations including cliff-side forests,
mountain peaks, and ancient ruins - Languages including English, French, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian, Russian, Japanese and more! Also includes a special bonus DLC where a secret
additional area is unlocked that has its own new puzzles and secret items Regards, Joao & ECS Team
Delve even deeper into the mystery of The Eyes of Ara. Hunt down lost secrets and explore the
castle like never before with these beautiful, hand-drawn maps of the game's three primary
chapters. Each map comes in both a full-colour poster version and a printable black & white version
with ample space to note down clues, secrets, and hidden rooms. Map List: Chapter 1 - Abandoned
Halls Chapter 2 - Memories of Times Past Chapter 3 - The Pursuit of Knowledge All maps are A4 size
at 300dpi (2480*3507), and each version is provided as both a single PDF and individual JPG
files.Door dicht Any firewall between you and the Internet

Features Key:
A game where players assume the role of a murderer in an island
An exciting experience for killing evil spirits and mysteries
Enormous variety of quests and puzzles to solve
Unique puzzles and exclusive maps
Explore a strange world full of mysteries and amazing characters
Solve the puzzles to continue through the level
Play in more than 80 levels with 50+ locations
Customize your game playing experience. Fight with arrows, bombs and all kinds of other
items
Play in a seamless world
Enjoy strategic games because players can choose how much energy they’re allowed to
have
Play in three modes, where players have to complete different kinds of levels
Mechanics of Ara Games are as original as they are stressful
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Leave your city without being noticed
Enjoy the lonely flight in the sky
Play in adventurous new worlds
Solve 11 different puzzles
Play in more than 18 different maps

The Eyes Of Ara Castle Maps Activation Key [Latest-2022]
There are three places to explore: The Abandoned Halls, Memories of Times Past, and The Pursuit of
Knowledge. Each is an illustrated map that can be printed out for your own enjoyment as you travel
through the heart of Ara, on your quest to unlock its hidden mysteries. Explore the one you prefer
and admire the wonderful hand-drawn artwork. Then come back to the one you love best, and use
the maps to unlock secrets, explore passages no other adventurer has yet seen, and uncover
secrets and storylines only you can complete.The Impossible Game Engine: The Eyes of Ara is
developed using The Impossible Engine, the open-source graphics engine that brought many highquality games to life by using sophisticated physics, physically-based shading, and full Open GL
support. Check out our developer video to learn more. The Castlemaps are designed with your
success in mind. They are easy to read and even easier to navigate. You can now print them out and
take with you as you explore. Below you will find a full description and images of the maps. To
download and use, simply right-click, choose "save", then open the map. DELVE into the darker
mystery that lies beneath Ara's white castle in Chapter 1: Abandoned Halls. As you explore you will
encounter various puzzles, magic spells, and other challenges, all in the process of uncovering the
secrets of Ara. CHAPTERS 2 & 3 Follow the warning of the Prince to find the hidden memories of
Ara's past in Chapter 2: Memories of Times Past. You must discover your place in history to unlock
the gate to the catacombs of Ara. Solve intriguing puzzles and monsters to find out the secrets of
the creepy catacombs in Chapter 3: The Pursuit of Knowledge. 1 Map Included: A4: 482 x 320mm
16-page colour poster with full-colour map, secret hint codes, and complete instructions Black and
white version: 310 x 220mm 16-page black & white version with full-colour map, secret hint codes,
and instructions on how to insert into Castle Map System Requirements Windows Mac OSX Minimum
Recommended System Requirements: DVD ROM drive Start the game. Shutdown all VMs currently
open. IMPORTANT: Before attempting to use the map, please uninstall any previous copy of The
Castle Map. We made the map and manual available to everyone because we wanted you to enjoy
these maps. We d41b202975
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- Map view: In-game full-screen view of the map - Chest tracking: On-screen indicators that aid the
player as they maneuver the game's controls - Chest indicators: A red circle that shows a player
where to go to pick up a chest. These are also color coded based on the type of item held within. Auto-detect voxels: Voxels are particles, or dust, that the game uses to automatically detect walls,
objects, and objects held within chests. - Volume calibration: Using the game's volume controls,
adjust your volume depending on your local environment. - In game DVD size: Viewing the map this
way will change the scale to match the in-game scale, showing the size of the map in relation to the
screen. - Annotate the map: If you want to draw on the map, use the pen tool to draw over the map
to leave notes or other useful indicators to aid the player. - Display the chest outline: This view
shows only the chest outlines to allow for better visibility. - Transparency settings: In this mode,
voxels are visible on the map. They are used to denote walls, objects, and other items held within a
chest. - Freehand tool: Use this tool to draw larger and more intricate maps. This is an alternative to
the in game map view. The Eyes of Ara® is an immersive story-driven narrative game for the PC.
The Journey is unfolding. You are the adventure. Delve into the mystery of The Eyes of Ara. Hunt
down lost secrets and explore the castle like never before with these beautiful, hand-drawn maps of
the game's three primary chapters. Each map comes in both a full-colour poster version and a
printable black & white version with ample space to note down clues, secrets, and hidden rooms.All
maps are A4 size at 300dpi (2480*3507), and each version is provided as both a single PDF and
individual JPG files.Installation DirectoryOnce purchased, the Castle Map DLC will download to your
game directory. By default this is:.Steam\SteamApps\common\The Eyes of Ara\The Eyes of Ara
Castle Map Chapters : 1: Abandoned Halls - Chapter 1 is the first map of the first Chapter of the
game. It's also the longest at about 4 hours. This map is a high contrast mode map, featuring
different
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What's new:
The Castelden The ante-room which leads to the lower
gallery, was of a square form. At the farther end was a
double door. These doors were of oak, curiously carved.
The carvings of the doors were of flowers and strange
beasts. At the top of the double door was a large brass
ring. On the ring were letters, D. C. above this and R. F.
below. The rest of the ring was plain. It was between
these double doors that the party encountered the first of
the Eyes of Ara. The figure was about six feet in height
and as thin as a starved rat. It was clad in robes of grey
silk. The mouth was a cavern; the eyes were unblinking,
they were as hard as stone. The face was unattractive. The
feet were bound in robes just as the head was, they
protruded below the robe; and two thick claws, thicker
than the fingers of a man, were hanging down by their
sides. This first figure was exceedingly active, as it was
quick to move, and faster to take a step. The party moved
almost at a run, only pausing to push one of the stone
chairs over. Then, they were through the door; they
pushed another chair back against the far wall, then stood
in the ante-room. There were nine more of the grotesque
statues scattered over the chess-board to either side of
the doorways. These had no head or feet, and were not
wearing robes, but were attired in garments of wrought
metal, like sheets of steel. These statues were motionless,
and eyed the party with what appeared to be half-dead
vigilance. "Beware of them," remarked Dag Daughtry, "for
every one of those statues has eyes. Moreover, they are
all uncanny and possess a strange power." The party
moved on to the next set of doors, and entered a small
square antechamber. This chamber was almost triangular
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in shape. At the left, prominent, were the doorways of
three cabins; their roofs were of metal, and fitted with a
glass window. The roof above the cabins was curved to
resemble a model of Ara, with out flung arms. The cabins
had no windows. They were constructed of iron bars,
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System Requirements:
-Microsoft Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 -Sony PlayStation 4, PlayStation 4 Pro -Xbox One S,
Xbox One X -Dell Alienware XR13 The product must be installed on the same media device and the
same profile as your existing account. Pre-orders for PC version of December 25th release date
won't be accepted anymore. If you want to pre-order, please do it here. A copy of the downloaded
game is needed for playing the game. Contents:
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